
Design 1: Mantle Greenery
For this design you’ll need your rustic rope, letter & 
snowflake clips. 

Loop your rope throughout the greenery, using the 
loops at the end to secure to each side.  Hang your 
clips from the center with your middle letter round 
and work backwards on each side, spacing accordingly. 

Log Garland: 
Three Versatile Designs

Design 2: Mantle Greenery or Mantle Hanger
This design is a variation of Design 1, however instead 
of looping your rope through greenery, hang in the 
center — creating two-u-shapes on each side. Careful-
ly balance your clips on the rope, starting in the center 
with your middle letter as described in Design 1. You 
can also hang without greenery, using a hook or nails 
to hold your three points. A tighter loop works best.

Design 3: Wreath
You’ll just need your clips for this one! Start at the top 
of the wreath placing an even number of rounds on 
each side, spacing accordingly. Use snowflakes at the 
bottom to complete.
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